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often resist acknowledging they don’t

know something. Sure it’s better to

have the expertise but by taking the

time to get the right answer you

demonstrate to your customers you

are not someone “out to hoodwink

them”. 

Dan talked about transparency.

We live in a much more transparent

world. Anything you might be tempted

to keep opaque will likely be exposed

soon enough and it is much better to

be transparent so that you help

customers see the situation or

implications on your terms. Also just

because something is not transparent

doesn’t mean that customers stop

thinking about it. As an example of

ultra-transparency he described the

financial services salesperson who

lets customers know the commissions

on x and y alternatives so that

customers don’t attribute self-serving

motives to their recommendations. Of

course he is not talking about a totally

open book but rather a level of

transparency that earns your

customers’ trust. 

Dan identified expertise as a trust

builder. In our digital age knowledge is

pervasive. Expertise is currency that

customers value and it is also creates

a moment of truth beyond the content.

Dan sees expertise as a powerful trust

builder when woven with trust.

Salespeople who show they have

invested time and energy to master

their customer’s business give

customers another reason to trust

them. 

The fourth moment of trust is

positive intent. By approaching

customers and colleagues with an

assumption of positive intent you

show you affirmatively trust others.

There is an old adage that the person

who trusts least is the least person to

trust and that is part of the message

here. The mandate is to take the first

step in trust with your customers. That

doesn’t mean you take everything at

face value and don’t asked informed

questions but rather that you take the

first risk, for example doing or giving

something where there isn’t an

immediate payoff.

Dan practices what he preaches in

his trust in people. His message to

you in your sales role is to believe in

yourself and call out the talent you

may not even be aware you have. He

delivered a message we all know but

one that is rarely spoken today and

that is that sales success is not

determined only by a salesperson’s

own efforts as critically important as

those efforts are. To remain buoyant

in a down economy he advises

salespeople to remember some of the

difficulty is not personal but external.

He emphasized the need for change

and for salespeople to move from

only solving problems to finding

problems and probing with greater

expertise, more like a management

consultant. One of the variables

salespeople must deal with is that

they are coming to their customers’

buying process later in the game and

therefore, they have less time to

establish trust. Trust is not something

that is microwaveable—it is more like

a slow cooker. He likened expertise

without trust to a talking head. While

closing a sale is not 100% in your

control, the great news is every

moment of trust is.                             �

Dan practices what he
preaches in his trust in
people.  His message
to you in your sales
role is to believe in

yourself and call out
the talent you may
not even be aware

you have.  

Top of Mind

So I was particularly delighted to

discuss the topic of trust with New

York Times bestselling author and

student of human motivation, Daniel

Pink. I wanted to know why he thinks

some salespeople engender trust and

others don’t and what salespeople

can do to build trusting relationships.

Dan acknowledged that gaining

trust is really hard. The economy has

certainly made customers more

resistant and cynical and salespeople

continue to face headwinds created

by salespeople who were not

trustworthy and who have tarnished

their whole class. Of course he

recognized the value of things such as

being introduced by someone the

customer trusts, testimonials, and

tools such as LinkedIn, but trust is

personal and we looked at an

individual’s behaviors that build trust.

Dan identified four moments of

trust in a sale that can deepen trust or

get over the initial hurdle of distrust.

Often these acts of trust can be so

innocuous they are easy to miss. But

if salespeople do pass the small tests

they can develop a reservoir of trust

which they can continue to fill until

they actually have to draw on it.

Dan focused first on behaviors. He

described every moment of customer

contact as an opportunity for you to

establish trust. In the course of

establishing a relationship by acting in

a trustworthy manner all the time you

lay the groundwork for trust. But if any

of your actions as small as they may

be, betrays that trust Dan says, “It’s

over for you.” The behavior can be as

seemingly minor as arriving at 1:15 for

a 1:00 meeting or fudging an answer

to a customer’s question. By saying, “I

don’t know.” you have the opportunity

to build trust but many salespeople

Trust flows from one person to another. Can customers
trust salespeople?  Can salespeople trust customers?
Can salespeople trust their sales manager? … And so
on.  Trust has never been harder to earn and never more
critical to mobilizing customers to make a change.
Trust doesn’t stand alone but can it often overrule
analytics.

Moments of Trust
A conversation with Daniel Pink by Linda Richardson

For more information about
Daniel Pink and his latest book To
Sell Is Human where you can find
a tool kit with trust building tools
visit http://www.danpink.com/ 

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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Brian couldn't be bothered to leave

his last name, tell me his company or

give me a clear reason why I should

make time to call him back. I didn’t.

"Hi, this is XYZ sales rep from XYZ

company. We selling sales training

services and will be in your area on

Thursday. Call me to schedule a time

for us to meet."

Forget that this stranger calls on

Tuesday but wants a meeting on

Thursday, there was no mention of the

benefit of taking the meeting and being

in the area isn't a good reason. Do you

really think that a busy executive will

agree to a meeting when your sales

person leaves a message like that? But

the irony is that he tried to book an

appointment with a competitor who

sells sales and social media training

services. Obviously, I’m not the ideal

client and the sales person should

know that.

Frankly, emails have gone from bad

to worse. With more space, I could

share numerous examples of what

sales people are sending out on behalf

of their companies. This example is

tame. Others that prospects are

receiving are horrifying.

This came to me from another

competitor who asked, "Is there

anyone in your network that’s recently

mentioned prospecting or networking

as a challenge for their team?  Or,

maybe they’ve mentioned not getting

good leads from marketing?  If so, how

would I go about connecting with

them?"

At first, I assumed that this person

had to know that I was a competitor,

but when I asked members of my

LinkedIn network to take a look, the

consensus what that he had no idea.

That must mean that the sales

message was really intended for the

Sales VP who could buy what he

offered and that makes the approach

even worse.

The company sells sales training. I

just have to ask, if you are the Sales

VP considering sales training options

do you want this company training your

people? How would I go about

connecting with the decision maker?

Well, I don’t know, it might be a good

idea to actually know if you are talking

to one. If this is how the sales rep from

a sales training company sells, would

you make the investment in their

services? I doubt it. 

If you lead sales teams, when is the

last time that you actually listened to

the voicemails your sales people leave

for prospects? Have you taken the time

to review some of the emails that they

are sending out? You should be doing

these things and more.

A few tips for you and your sales

people:

� Target the message to the right

buyer and focus on what they care

about, not what you want to sell.

� Check your facts. I don’t run an

entertainment company, as one sales

email suggested and your rep should

know that.

� Check the grammar and spelling.

Starting the first sentence of the

email with “anyways” is not the way

to make a positive impression.

� Don’t use jargon that only people

in your company understand.

� Get the person’s name right.

� Stop asking people to visit your

website to learn more and “get back

to me if I can answer any questions”.

Lazy and presumes your prospect

has the time to do your sales job.

� Make sure the customer

examples used are relevant. One

sales pitch to me mentioned that

“there is a reason why McKesson

and Bain Capital” use our product.

Well, that may be, but I run a small

business. Using McKesson as a

customer example isn’t relevant, so I

just conclude that I can’t afford what

you sell anyway.

Poorly written emails and inarticulate

voicemail messages are killing your

sales opportunities, and you

probably don’t even know it.

Whether you like it or not, brand

matters. And in an age where buyers

have a myriad of choices and are

overloaded with so much unsolicited

information, you absolutely never get

another chance to make a great first

impression!   �Judging by the emails and phone

calls that I receive, not to mention

comments or responses to questions in

social networking forums, I would say

that the majority of sales leaders today

haven't a clue how their sales people

tarnish the brand reputation of the

company that employs them. After a

number of conversations with

colleagues and customers, it appears

that this is becoming a serious problem

that sales management needs to

address…fast.

Technology has given rise to

laziness among many sales people.

Sending 100 emails to the wrong

people with the wrong message is not

an effective prospecting strategy.

Leaving random phone messages isn't

either. Sales people may be feeling

pressured by their sales managers to

“do whatever it takes” to try and secure

the meeting, but that’s not an excuse.

Sales people are probably receiving

little, if any, training related to what

constitutes good communication. At

the same time, I just have to wonder

what has happened to good old

fashioned common sense. Is it a thing

of the past to expect that sales people

communicate well and in the right way?

Here are a few voicemail messages

that I received in the past few days.

"Hi Barb, this is Brian. We have a

number of connections on LinkedIn.

Call me."

This article was written by
Barbara Giamanco

To find out more about Barbara, visit:
http://barbaragiamanco.com/
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Poorly written emails
and inarticulate

voicemail messages
are killing your sales

opportunities, and you
probably don’t even

know it.

Do You Know What Your Sales
People are Saying?
Today’s sales people have a variety of communication
channels available to them to reach prospects. Email,
phone, social networks, webinars and video
presentations are just a few of them. As a result, how
your sales people represent your company and
themselves matters more than ever before. 
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FRONT ROW
S O L U T I O N S

Real Time Data for Sales Reps and Managers 

The Fastest Easiest Sales Reporting System Ever
Front Row CRM
The Fastest Easiest 
Sales Reporting System Ever

Front Row’s focus is the sales rep – that is the fundamental difference between 
us and all other CRM’s and sales reporting systems.

To find out how Front Row Solutions can work for you please contact us at 
1-800-986-0983 or visit www.frontrow-solutions.comTo find out how Front Row Solutions can work for you please contact us at 1-800-986-0983 or visit www.frontrow-solutions.com

Front Row constantly strives to engage the sales rep by providing tools that 
impact and improve the sales rep’s productivity. We have created the Front 
Row Sales Pro App which gives the sales rep 2 huge advantages: one before 
the sales call and one after.

After the call- The sales rep can submit a sales report in less than 30 seconds, 
retrieve a map and directions to the next call, review all sales reports of the 
day or add a new prospect. The sales rep has more time to sell and spend 
less time on administration.

"The Front Row system is the best CRM I have ever used: it focuses on me, 
the sales rep and my productivity needs." (Shawn Coultice, sales rep) 

             We have an app for all iOS devices (Apple), Blackberry, Windows, 
Android and a web application for PC's and Laptops. Front Row also supports 
SMS text messages for those not using a smartphone. A company can use 
one or any combination of devices.

Stand alone or Integrate – the option is yours: Front Row Solutions can be used 
as a stand-alone, complete CRM with the inherent advantages associated with 
the Front Row Sales Pro Apps. Front Row can also be integrated into most 
CRM, ERP and home grown management systems. Your sales force will enjoy 
the benefits of increased productivity using Front Row's Apps and the seamless 
data integration will breathe new life into your existing CRM system – watch 
your compliance soar! Our companies are experiencing a 90% compliance 
rate or better.

For the Sales Manager: we provide real time information and insights into all 
sales rep and client activity. The sales manager will never manage blind again.

For the Company: we guarantee an increase in sales rep activity, productivity 
and revenue as well as an ROI in weeks if not days.

Before the call – the rep can access from the app all key client information to 
prepare for the upcoming call. At the touch of a button from the app, the rep 
can retrieve and review all notes, contact information, past and current 
contracts and quotes, previous sales calls or the ability to auto dial from the 
app to the customer.

Click here to try the AppClick here to try the AppFRS 

i Click here for more informationClick here for more information

http://frslogin.com/appdemo/
http://www.frontrow-solutions.com/contact-us


Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. 
Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the
details of the top ten
posts – in our opinion –
and then announce one
winner. The four weekly
winners will battle it out
for the “Top Sales Blog
Post of the Month” title,
and be re-published here
in our Top Sales
magazine. April’s winner
was Jill Konrath.

3 Ways To Reach New
Prospects Using Your LinkedIn
Connections

Top Sales Articles
April 2013
Top Sales Articles
April 2013

Top Sales Blog Post
April 2013
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Each week we select the
very best sales articles
from the major article
sites, written by top sales
gurus from around the
world. The overall winner
for April was Joanne
Black.

Is training your sales team a
waste of time and money?
Quite possibly

A P R I L  2 0 1 3

Did you know that adults forget 87

percent of what they learn without

follow-up or reinforcement? Sales

training is not an event; it’s a

behavioral change. It takes time to

learn new skills, practice those skills,

and get comfortable applying them.

Many sales leaders schedule

training sessions, pat themselves on

the back for investing in their teams,

and consider their mission

accomplished. But for any type of

training to be effective, it requires

reinforcement and one-on-one

coaching. Management needs to set

goals based on the new skills, coach

their people, and then hold them

accountable.

Is Your Training DOA?
How often have you attended a

fantastic training session and left with

every intention of implementing all the

great things you learned?

Then reality sets in. You go back to

work, excited to practice your new

skills, only to find that it’s business as

usual. Managers hold you to the same

sales activities as before.

I’ve had participants in my referral-

selling program tell me, “I don’t know

why they brought you in. They’re still

making us cold call.” What a waste of

time and money!

What’s the Problem?
Most managers are busier than ever

before—balancing the needs of their

teams with directives from higher up.

They simply don’t have time to

reinforce new skills—even if they want

to do so. And in many cases, they

haven’t received proper training

themselves. That’s why most training

fails. It isn’t linked to an overall

corporate strategy, so it’s just an

event.

It Doesn’t Have To Be This
Way
If you want your next training session

to be successful, stop and think

through the changes you want to

implement, plan your strategy to

reinforce what your team has learned,

and make the time to invest in your

people. Otherwise, save your

company some money and don’t even

bother.

In a report by The TAS Group, “The

Key Role of the Sales Manager,”

researchers ...       Read More Here�

Did you know that overall, you're 5X

more likely to get a sales call returned

if you have a personal connection with

someone? To me, that's an amazing

statistic. In a world where people are

swamped at work and suffering from

information overload, it's the best way

to capture their attention.   

So what does that mean you

should be doing?  In essence,

implementing a connection-based

strategy to reach new prospects.

Here are three ways you can do

that by leveraging your LinkedIn

connections: 

1. The first thing you can do, is to

check LinkedIn to determine if
you know any of the same
people. Look at their profile too.

You might have gone to the same

university or worked at the same

company at some point in your

career. When you reach out to

them, make sure to mention the

connection right away. This

increases your odds of success by

threefold.  

2. An even better approach is to have
your mutual connection call
your prospect to make an

introduction. By doing this, you're

upping your chances of success by

a factor of four.  

3. And, the best approach of all?

Contacting a personal
connection. You're 11x more likely

to get a return call. This means you

need to strategically focus on

developing relationships with

people who are similar to your

ideal customers. Go where they

are -- both on and off-line -- and

initiate a conversation. Make sure

you keep in touch with them too.

It'll be well worth your time.  

To sum it up, we're in the Relationship

Age, and who you know matters -- a

lot.
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But what is the best way to

organize all that knowledge so we

can apply it most effectively? The

answer lies in the Three Core

Principles of Sales Process

Engineering.

Principle #1 – Continuous
improvement of the sales process
is fundamentally essential.

Who can argue with that

statement? It’s motherhood and apple

pie. It’s blatantly obvious that both

individuals and sales teams must

continually work hard at getting better.

If we stand pat and the competition

improves, relatively speaking, we’re

falling farther and farther behind.

No need to belabor the point, but

realize the catch.  By accepting

principle one, you have also just

accepted principles two and three.

Principle #2 – Objective metrics
– lots of them – are required to
judge the quality, the amount and
the pace of improvement.

Are you (and your sales team)

better than average? My company

surveyed over 300 sales executives,

and this was one of the questions.

Based on the responses, we

“concluded” that 83% of sales teams

are above average. Hmmm… Think

about that. Does the bell curve not

apply to sales?

Consider a different question. By

what percent per year are you

improving the quality of execution of

each of your most critical sales

activities? If you are unable to produce

the hard statistics, you have no valid

means of answering the question. You

have no facts; nothing to back up your

own subjective, untrustworthy opinion.

In other words, you just violated your

commitment to principle #1. If you

can’t show me the data, how can you

or I know if you’re improving at all?

Maybe you’re getting worse!

Principle #3 – A well-defined
sales process is a pre-requisite for
determining meaningful metrics.

Humor me for a minute… Take out

a blank sheet of paper and write down

the three key measurements you

would use to judge the quality of the

performance of your sweep. I’ll wait…

Got them?

Maybe you recognized “sweep” as

the guy with the broom in a curling

contest. Probably not. Odds are

exceedingly low  that you were able to

come up with a single meaningful

metric. Here’s the point… If you don’t

know anything about the "sweeping"

process, there’s no way you can

define even one meaningful

"sweeper" measurement. In other

words, until you implement principle

#3, you cannot get started with

principle #2.

This concept also applies to sales.

You must have a clear, detailed,
written sales process, embraced
and used by everyone in your
company.

Without that clearly defined sales

process, development of meaningful

sales metrics is simply not possible.

Without metrics you cannot know if

performance of any given key sales

task is improving or declining, or at

what rate, or how you compare to

others in your company or industry.

Not knowing if you’re getting better or

worse or where you stand

competitively, means you don’t really

care that much about continuous

improvement.Think About It…          �

But the sale today is no longer the

traditional product knowledge,

sales pitch, find the pain, ask self-

serving questions, show your boring

presentation, use some uncomfortable

closing technique, have an incomplete

CRM, send a proposal, have your calls

go unreturned, and lose on price crap

you’ve been experiencing.

After 45 years of selling all over the

world, and 20 years of writing about

every aspect of sales and life, it

dawned on me that my definition of the

sale is way different from my peers,

people in corporate training, and

yours.

Selling in the real world isn’t

defined in Webster’s Dictionary. It’s not

a page on Wikipedia. Rather, it’s a

series of elements that when

understood, applied, and mastered

are the essence of success.

It’s not a “secret.” It’s certainly not a

manipulative or complex system.

Rather, it’s a strategy and a process

that exists in no particular order – and

is easy to believe in, assimilate, and

execute.

THE BEST NEWS IS: You are

completely in charge of it –or should I

say responsible for it. In the BIG

PICTURE of selling, you have

complete control as long as you

master the elements.

Once you finish this book, you’ll

have a completely new outlook on

your selling process, your goals, your

sales plan, your “closing” strategy,

your presentation skills, your

proposals, the jackass in purchasing,

finding the real decision-maker,

earning trust, and building loyal

relationships based on value.

(Whew!)                                                 �

The sale is more than you
think it is. Your job is to
be ready for it.

Are you ready to win the
sale? I doubt it!

This article was written by
Todd Youngblood.

To find out more about Todd, visit:
http://ypsgroup.com/

Find full details of ‘The Sale Re-Defined’ Here

To find out more about Jeffrey, visit:
www.gitomer.com
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There are countless ideas, principles, facts and nuances
that alone and in combination contribute to a truly
outstanding performance in sales or sales
management. We read the books and articles, listen to
the speeches and lectures and learn from our own
experiences and mistakes. 

The Three Core Principles of
Sales Process Engineering

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00BTIZFU2/ref=s9_simh_gw_p351_d5_i2?pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_s=center-2&pf_rd_r=0GP1QD1KK84EJ8QP45V4&pf_rd_t=101&pf_rd_p=1389517282&pf_rd_i=507846


Improve your ability to implement and execute your 2013 sales strategy by attending
the Sales 2.0 Conference, London.

This conference will connect you with top sales management experts and sales endorsed by both
Selling Power Magazine and Sales 2.0 organizations. 
Hear the latest research on building and maintaining a winning sales organization, along with proven
sales management tactics. Topics covered will include:

IIGGNNIITTEE  YYOOUURR
22001133  BB22BB  SSAALLEESS
SSTTRRAATTEEGGYY

Bob Apollo 
CEO, UK-based Inflexion-Point
Strategy Partners

Larry Beard
Director, Global Procurement,
Tate & Lyle; Former CPO, Aer
Lingus

Stephanie Dart 
Senior Product Marketing
Manager, Microsoft Dynamics
CRM

David DiStefano 
President & CEO, Richardson

Jonathan Farrington
Chairman, The JF Corporation
and CEO, Top Sales Associates

Gerhard Gschwandtner 
Founder & CEO, Selling Power 

Andrew Moorhouse
Principal Consultant, Blue Sky
Performance Improvement

Laura Nuhaan
Partner, The Andeta Group

Dave Partington
Head of Retail Offices, 
Gallagher Heath

Jigar Patel 
Partner, McKinsey & Company

Terri Sjodin
Principal & Founder, Sjodin
Communications

Martin Webb
Former Director, Global
Procurement, Orange and 
British Airways

Steve Wills
Head of Procurement, London
2012 Olympics; Former
Procurement Director, AXA

Jacco van der Kooij 
Sales Leader, Harmonic Inc.

SSPPEEAAKKEERRSS

� The Impact of Sales 2.0 on Sales
Performance & Results

� Customer Buyer Behaviour
� Sales & Marketing Alignment
� Social Media & Selling
� Coaching/training sales

� Sales process optimization
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motivation match those of the

organization.

The “Human Capital Development

Model,” created by Krauthammer

International, is a logical process that

can take top management concepts,

and translate them into a context that

has real meaning for staff at all levels.

The key to bringing this model to

life is to answer the following

questions:

� Do my team understand the

organization’s vision and how their role

moves the organization closer to

achieving it?

� How can my sales team translate

the organization’s mission into one

that is relevant to them?

� How does the organization’s

guiding principles impact on the day-

to-day responsibilities of sales

people?

� Which of the organization’s values

does my sales team relate to?

� How can we interpret these values

so they become compelling for each

sales person?

An effective sales team understands

the big picture and the context of their

team’s work to the greatest degree

possible. That includes understanding

the relevance of their job and how it

impacts the effectiveness of others

and the overall team effort.

Too often, sales people are asked

to work on an activity without being

told how their role contributes to

organization’s vision, much less how

their efforts are impacting the ability of

others to do their work. Understanding

the organization’s vision promotes

collaboration, increases commitment

and improves quality.

An effective team works
collaboratively and with a keen
awareness of interdependency.

Collaboration and a solid sense of

interdependency in a team will defuse

blaming behavior and stimulate

opportunities for learning and

improvement.

Without this sense of

interdependency in responsibility and

reward, blaming behaviors can occur

which will quickly erode team

effectiveness and morale.

But I go back to the core message

of this article - all roads lead back to

the leader, and this is a very worrying

factor, because right now around 80%

of sales managers are not qualified to

fulfil that role capably. Is it any wonder

that 50% of salespeople missed quota

in 2012?

So what’s to be done?

I am the “lead-off man” for the Top

Sales Academy Sales Management

Level, which kicks-off on May 7th, and

here are the details…

Sales Management
At least 80% of sales managers fail

within eighteen months of being

promoted (Source: Chally). Making

that transition, from self-supporting

super sales star to “executive

shepherd”, is daunting. We understand

exactly how the sales leader’s role has

evolved and continues to change.

We have identified ten key areas

that are critical for success and we are

able to provide a detailed route-map to

ensure that success will be achieved.

Members of our Faculty
delivering this program:

Jonathan Farrington, Anthony

Iannarino, Dave Kurlan, Dan McDade,

Nancy Nardin, Linda Richardson,

Steven Rosen, Tamara Schenk,

Colleen Stanley and Ken Thoreson.

The Sales Management Level runs

from May 7th – June 6th and you can

check out all ten modules HERE
Only 2 in 10 managers are keen to

fully develop their skills-sets and

become the best they possibly can be

– is this why only 20% of sales teams

around the globe are performing at

optimum levels?

Top Sales Academy is FREE. This

has to be a NO BRAINER! Come and

join us and Register HERE �

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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We have identified ten
key areas that are

critical for success and
we are able to provide
a detailed route-map

to ensure that success
will be achieved.

Actually, the answer is simpler than

you might imagine – all roads

lead back to the leader!

The role of a sales leader is to

translate the organization’s vision,

mission and values into a meaningful

context that sales teams can relate to

and feel excited by. If this is achieved

then the sales leader will have created

a sales team with a shared mental

model. This transforms an ordinary

sales team into a high performing one.

For clarity, here is a brief

description of the following terms:

An organization’s vision is a

guiding image of success formed in

terms of a huge goal. It is a description

in words that conjures up a picture of

the organization’s destination. A

compelling vision will stretch

expectations, aspirations, and

performance. Without that powerful,

attractive, valuable vision, why

bother?

A mission statement

communicates the essence of an

organization to its stakeholders and

customers, and failure to clearly state

and communicate an organization’s

mission can have harmful

consequences around its purpose.

As Lewis Caroll, through the words

of the Cheshire Cat in Alice in

Wonderland says, “If you don’t know

where you’re going, it doesn’t matter

which way you go.” 

Guiding principles are the

consequence of a mission statement

that are intended to inform or shape all

subsequent decision-making, which

also provides normative criteria

allowing policy-makers to accept,

reject or modify policy interventions

and activities. They are a guiding set of

ideas that are articulated, understood

and supported by the organization’s

workforce.

Values are beliefs which the

organization’s workforce hold in

common and endeavor to put into

practice. The values guide their

performance and the decisions that

are taken. Ideally, an individual’s

personal values will align with the

spoken and unspoken values of the

organization. By developing a written

statement of the values of the

organization, individuals have a

chance to contribute to the articulation

of these values, as well as to evaluate

how well their personal values and

What Makes a Successful
Sales Team? 
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I am often asked just what it is that makes a highly
successful and effective sales team – what
differentiates them from an average one?

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/academy-programs/sales-management/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/join-us/registration/


� The first Academy level – Sales Management – goes live on May 7th, and we will be delivering
two modules per week for five weeks at 1:00pm Eastern (6:00pm GMT)

� Each highly-interactive session will be recorded, so if delegates miss one they can download and
listen in at a time more convenient to them.

� Top Sales Academy is FREE.

Members of our Faculty delivering this
program:

� Jonathan Farrington, Anthony Iannarino, Dave
Kurlan, Dan McDade, Nancy Nardin, Linda
Richardson, Steven Rosen, Tamara Schenk,
Colleen Stanley and Ken Thoreson

The Program
Sessions run on Tuesdays and Thursdays from May
7th – June 6th at 1pm EST 6pm GMT.

� May 7th Module 1: Making the Transition from
Sales Manager to Sales Leader: Jonathan
Farrington

� May 9th Module 2: Winning New Business: How
to Create Compelling, Differentiated Value:
Anthony Iannarino

� May 14th Module 3: Managing Performance for
Results: Steven Rosen

� May 16th Module 4: The Five Bobbled Handoffs
that Slash Results, and What to do About it: Dan
McDade

� May 21st Module 5: The Key to Explosive
Revenue Growth: Measuring Sales Productivity
vs. Quota Attainment: Nancy Nardin

� May 23rd Module 6: Sales Coaching: Linda
Richardson

� May 28th Module 7: Creating Sales
Compensation Plans for High Performance: Ken
Thoreson

� May 30th Module 8: Getting it Right at the
Front End: Dave Kurlan

� June 4th Module 9: Round Pegs in Round Holes:
Tamara Schenk 

� June 6th Module 10: Emotional Intelligence for
Sales Success: Colleen Stanley 

Jonathan
Farrington

Anthony
Iannarino

Dave
Kurlan

Dan
McDade

Nancy
Nardin

Linda
Richardson

Steven
Rosen

Tamara
Schenk

Colleen
Stanley

Ken
Thoreson

You can download the
full prospectus HERE 

The First Level of
Top Sales Academy
is Ready for Launch

http://topsalesworld.com/downloads/eBooks/TSW_AcadPro_V10.pdf
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/join-us/registration/


The inaugural Women in Sales Awards is designed to find the most exemplary
women in sales across the UK and Europe. Across all categories, all candidates
for entry will be bench-marked against the following criteria:

Open by nomination only, the Awards will recognize women in revenue
generating roles nominated by their company. Judges will look for evidence of
general sales ability,track record in achieving and exceeding targets, and a
good understanding of the implications of change on the wider business; a
written testimonial from the nominating company endorsing their nominees. The
testimony should include: 

� The nominee’s contribution to overall success during the year.
� Their statistics on performance against their target.
� How you promote the nominees success within your business.
� Three most important qualities of the nominee and why are they important to

the company.
� Summarize their overall success at the company since their employment.

The judging panel will evaluate the nominations and testimonials submitted by
the companies and select 5 finalists in each category. These finalists will be
notified and each will provide a personal live testimony (in the form of a sale
pitch) and answer the judges questions as to why they should win this
prestigious award. The judges will consider each testimonial/pitch and select
the winner in each category.

For more detaila about this event
please visit HERE

As a sales leader, you spend most

of your day with reps that will say

anything to get out of meetings with

you: Want a commit on that $20k deal

that’s closing at the end of the month?

Great – your rep will say so. Meeting

adjourned.

So what’s the problem? As an

organization, you’ve invested in your

CRM and committed to using it to

streamline your sales data and build

better forecasts, but you’re not using

that data properly. You’re working

harder, not smarter to piece together

forecasts for C-level execs that are

ultimately based on “gut” and “intuition”.

Many sales managers don’t realize

that asking their sales reps how they

feel about a deal rather than using

opportunity stages and historic

performance data, puts their

organization at risk. Why can’t you rely

on sales reps to accurately estimate

their deals? Because in the traditional

system of downsides, strong upsides,

commits (and some sandbagging) there

is no data to support how likely they are

to close. Realistically, can any of your

reps put an accurate quantitative value

on an “upside” versus a “strong

upside”? You’d be hard-pressed to find

even the best sales professional who

could tell you his historic win rate for the

“strong upside” deal he’s working on this

quarter. 

So how do you solve for the

subjectivity in your forecasting process?

Change how you measure steps in your

sales process. Stages should be based

on where the deal is by opportunity

stage, and progressing stages should

be tied to specific actions that the

customer takes. Did the customer

request a price quote? Now you’re in

negotiation. By incorporating

opportunity stage based sales data your

business can review metrics like

percent conversions of stages, historic

win rates, and individual win rates.

When an opportunity moves from demo

to trial, this is a much more discrete and

measurable stage than “feeling” through

a deal. When you move from subjective

feelings to data, you go from gut based

forecasting to a data-driven and

repeatable Smart Forecast™.

Accurate sales forecasting applies

your historical sales data and pipeline

stage conversions and uses these to

better predict your sales. As shown

below, Smart Forecast™ replaces the

guesswork of traditional forecasting and

allows you to better manage your sales

team and ultimately your business. It

shows projections based on your

current pipeline and based on historic

conversion data from previous months.

It also shows you a typical range based

on 1 standard deviation in the green

shaded area.

Using data does not mean that a

sales manager should dismiss the

team’s instincts. Smart sales leaders

will ask for their team’s insights as an

overlay to a data-driven sales

forecast.                                                �

Are You Smarter Than
Your Sales Forecast?
If you’re building a sales
forecast that asks for
commits, upsides or
strong upsides – you’re
building a garbage
forecast.  

Find out more about Smart Forecast™ from InsightSquared, the sales

analytics company, and how to use your sales data to better run your

business at www.InsightSquared.com/smart-forecast

Advertorial
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Thinking of Hiring a Lead
Generation Company?

Impactful Quarterly
Business Reviews

Less than 16% of Sales
managers Know How

to Coach!

Round Pegs in
Round Holes

Dan McDade �� Steven Rosen �� Dave Kurlan �� Tamara Schenk ��

Sales Management Issues Interviews

How to? When to Qualify? How to Network Your Way to
Success – With or Without
Facebook/Twitter/LinkedIn

How to Match Sales Team
Requirements with
Management Input

How to Get More from
Your Best Accounts

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

How to Guides

You Don't Get What You
Deserve, You Get What 

You Negotiate ...

Getting the Right
Customer Reaction

Time.... and Time Again Closing the Deal
is Easy if …

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

Sales Team Development Sessions

Managers and Teams –
United We Stand, Divided

We Fail?

Where Emotional
Intelligence is
Needed Most

Live, Love, Laugh,
Leave a Legacy

Does Your Company
Excel at all THREE
Selling Activities?

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

Leadership Skills

Top Sales Management Highlights
April 2013

https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/Dan_McDade_Feb_2013.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-when-to-qualify/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/you-dont-get-what-you-deserve-you-get-what-you-negotiate/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/managers-and-teams-united-we-stand-divided-we-fail/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesManagementIssues/Steven_Rosen_TSM_Issues_March_13.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-network-your-way-to-success-with-or-without-facebooktwitterlinkedin/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/getting-the-right-customer-reaction/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/where-emotional-intelligence-is-needed-most/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesManagementIssues/Dave_Kurlan_TSM_April_13.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-match-sales-team-requirements-with-management-input/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/time-and-time-again/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/live-love-laugh-leave-a-legacy/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/TopSales/SalesManagementIssues/Tamara_Schenk_Apr_13.mp3
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/how-to-get-more-from-your-best-accounts/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/closing-the-deal-is-easy-if/
http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesmanagement/resources/does-your-company-excel-at-all-three-selling-activities/


Alongside the vast educational element, the show will also feature
a balanced mix of relevant exhibiting companies, all showcasing the
latest products and services to help you increase those all-important
sales.

Sales Management and Performance Exhibition is the largest and
most important event for professional sales leaders in the UK. With
some of the best-known names, thought leaders and industry experts
offering cutting-edge advice and demonstrating the latest
technologies, products and services; this event is sure to equip Sales
Directors and Managers with the latest systems and tools to improve
sales performance.

This interactive exhibition and conference is specifically designed
to help you achieve better sales results for your business. It offers a
unique opportunity for sales professionals to obtain the latest tools,
techniques and advice within an ever-changing industry. At the show,
you can expect to learn more about topics as varied as sales
analytics, management and performance; how to assess, capture
and convert better leads; closing deals; technology and tools to push
sales to another level; as well as the chance to refine your skills and
develop new sales techniques. With such a breadth and depth of

information all under one roof, you can be sure of finding the right
advice, information and tools for sales professionals at every level.

The Sales Management & Performance Exhibition is THE event
for sales directors, managers, and MDs, providing the right sales
advice for sales and business professionals to help improve sales for
your business or your sales team.

And there’s more!
The Sales Management & Performance Exhibition also runs
alongside four other shows at the same venue on the same dates;
The Business Show (the UK’s largest business show); Accountex
(the UK's only national exhibition for Accountants and Finance
Directors); Office Manager & PA; and Complementary Healthcare
Professional.

Free Tickets to Sales Management & Performance
If you want to grow sales, The Sales Management &
Performance Exhibition is the must-attend event of the year. The
Exhibition will be held at Olympia London, 6-7 June. Tickets are
completely free and available at www.smplive.com

The Uk’s largest show for sales professionals
gets set to open its doors to more than 3,000
sales leaders in London, June 6-7. Here are
some reasons why you should be there.

The Sales Management & Performance
Exhibition is the most comprehensive event for
professional sales leaders in the UK. Bringing
together major international sales brands,
thought leaders and industry experts, the
event offers everything needed to improve
your career prospects, sales team, and of
course, your bottom line – all in one place, and
all completely free.

Balancing education with real opportunities,
the event is a hotbed of sales activity. The
seminar schedule has been carefully designed
to offer only the most relevant information,
while exhibitors have been handpicked as the
best in the industry. Additionally, there are
networking areas where you can forge
strategic partnerships, workshops designed to
keep you bang up to date with your fast
moving profession, and much, much more.

Attend the show and you’ll profit from a
wide variety of seminars delivered by leaders
of industry, covering everything from recruiting
exceptional salespeople to winning customers
through social media. Carefully designed to
offer the top industry advice and the latest
information, the SMP seminar schedule is a
fantastic resource for sales professionals in all
areas. Profit from a wide variety of seminars
delivered by experts, covering everything from
recruiting exceptional salespeople to new
ways of selling. Our comprehensive seminar
theatres will ensure no stone is left unturned in
your search for better sales figures and
continued professional development.

Three additional workshops will run
throughout the show, offering you the chance
to hone your talent, enhance your skill set and
widen your knowledge. You can attend any
number of these free interactive workshops
delivered by leaders within the sales industry.
And with 3,000 sales leaders all under one
roof, SMP presents a sales networking
platform like no other.

SSAALLEESS  SSHHOOWW  SSEETT  FFOORR  SSUUMMMMEERR  SSUUCCCCEESSSS

http://www.smplive.com/tracker.asp?code=TopSalesWorldMay
http://www.smplive.com/tracker.asp?code=TopSalesWorldMay
http://www.smplive.com/tracker.asp?code=TopSalesWorldMay


or cut back the ones you can by

evaluating their effectiveness. Don’t

keep the merry-go-round going

because they’re already started.

Stop, recalibrate and make sure

programs are moving in the right

direction.

2. Plan to crawl, walk and run. You

will not be able to roll out tested

marketing programs next month. No

company can effectively impact

current quarter results with current

quarter marketing. Plan carefully and

execute thoughtfully for long-term

sales success.

3. Pinpoint your market. For

example, one client used a market

research firm that determined that the

prospect universe exceeded 80,000

companies. Almost immediately we

cut the universe in half by focusing on

larger opportunities that closed as

easily as smaller opportunities and

represented profitable business

rather than marginal business. After

another six months we reduced the

prospect universe to under 30,000

companies based on back-end

analyses that included close rates by

vertical. Currently, that client targets

approximately 22,000 companies and

we will, continue to work the universe

down based on the appropriateness

of the fit and the potential margin to

our client. NOTE: I don’t recommend

depending on one list source to build

your database. The best databases

contain data from multiple sources

which are then verified and enhanced

five to 10 percent at a time. 

4. Test your market, media and offer

before investing. Before spending

significant dollars on a marketing

program, it is imperative that you test

your list or database (market), the

communication platforms you plan to

use (media), and your price, package,

terms, guarantee, differentiators, etc.

(offer).

5. Measure your results. If you do

not have a process to track and

measure the ROI of your marketing

programs, you are just throwing

darts. Only by quantifying the

success of each program can you

know if your efforts are worthwhile.

In fact, you may be surprised to find

that anecdotal evidence does not

align with the facts. Here’s an

example: One of my clients

complained that the company’s cost-

per-lead was too high. While I don’t

advocate measuring cost-per-lead,

as quality is far more important, we

proceeded to examine this situation.

When we took a close look—by

breaking out the costs—we learned

that the cost-per-lead generated

through trade show programs was

indeed too high, as were those

generated through response

management programs. These leads

were costing $1,500 and $1,000

each, respectively. Leads generated

through pure cold calling, on the

other hand, were running $500 each.

This kind of analysis gives you the

power to make the right decisions

concerning your marketing

programs. �

Marketing has been rendered

powerless in most companies.

This function is often seen as one-

dimensional, responsible for trade

shows, advertising, brochures,

websites and in many cases, social

media. Marketing is given a meager

budget and a mandate to generate an

impossible number of leads. 

The sales force, on the other

hand, is frequently filled with people

who are misused or wrongly

deployed. Companies don’t capitalize

on their sales people’s strengths.

Instead, hunters (also called closers)

are expected to generate leads and

farmers (relationship specialists such

as account managers) are expected

to close deals. People are being

asked to do what they aren’t good

at—and the results of those requests

are inefficiency and ineffectiveness.

The responsibility for leveraging the

strengths of the team starts at the top. 

Marketing has been forced to

default to cost-per-lead as the

measurement of success for their

programs. In keeping with the old

expression, “You should never go to

war with the sales force,” marketing

does the best it can to follow senior

management’s direction and keep its

collective head down during

inevitable frays. As a result, they’re

forced to employ methods of lead

generation that more often than not

produce poor-quality leads. 

For too long, marketing has

provided sales with low-level leads

that are generally a waste of time.

Unqualified trade show names,

unsolicited inquiries, and referrals

written on cocktail napkins are often

termed leads, and provided to sales.

If only five out of 100 leads turned

over to sales are actually real

opportunities, how much effort would

your sales force invest in qualifying

leads from your company? Not much.

If leads are not closing, begin the

process of finding out why!

Remember these statistics for all

qualified leads: 

� Ten percent will close within three

months. 

� Another 16 percent will close

within six months. 

� Another 19 percent will close in

one year. 

A total of 45 percent of qualified leads

will buy from your company or a

competitor within a year. How

effective is your company at staying

on top of qualified leads? 

The battle is raging between

marketing and sales, but when the

smoke clears, it is companies that are

getting hurt. You must define the

process that will lead to success.

Until you do, your company will

stagnate, or worse. 

Here is what to do: 

A Five-step Program to Close
the Gap

1. Stop the carousel on marketing

programs. The tendency is to be

afraid of jeopardizing short-term sales

by doing anything different. Look at all

of your planned programs—

advertising, trade show promotions,

direct marketing, webinars—and stop

The battle is raging
between marketing
and sales, but when

the smoke clears, it is
companies that are

getting hurt. You must
define the process

that will lead to
success. Until you do,

your company will
stagnate, or worse. 

The Gap Between Marketing
and Sales Impedes Your
Lead Process
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One very well-known analyst group documents 70
percent or more of leads aren’t being followed up by
sales. Another group claims 80 percent of marketing
investments are wasted. It would be easy to place
blame and point fingers. However, neither marketing
nor sales executives are really at fault. The
responsibility rests with C-level executives and other
senior managers who fail to understand or act upon the
real problem. 

This article is an excerpt from Dan
McDade’s game-changing book,

“The Truth About Leads,” published

in 2011. McDade’s book is

regarded as the Rosetta Stone of

lead generation and can be

purchased HERE

This article was written by Dan McDade 

To find out more about Dan, visit:
www.pointclear.com
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It seems many believe so. I hear the

chatter in the conference rooms,

among company leaders, and from

sellers. They think that sales

conversations  where the seller and

buyer actually talk real-time with each

other aren’t as important as they once

were—or, gasp!— are not needed at all. 

The focus in sales initiatives is not

necessarily gearing up the team to

have more conversations. The focus

is more often on using more

technology and social media efforts to

attract buyers. 

That’s great, but...

Removing the focus from sales

conversation activity and focusing the

majority of resources on social media

campaigns and technology to find

buyers leaves a huge gap in

developing the skills that make sales

conversations productive. Why should

companies care if their sales

conversation skills are being

neglected?

Fewer and less productive sales

conversations:

� add inefficiencies to our work days

– a series of emails and the

interruptions in reading, revisiting the

same topic at different times of the

day do not make us more efficient.

� complicate and prolong the sales

process – a conversation often

secures a decision faster that e-

communications.

� create complacency in our

customer or client relationships,

leaving them open to our competitors.

� allow our buyers to hide out – it’s

easier to tell us “no” or ignore us when

we are sitting in their Inbox.

Do these outcomes serve you and

your company well?

I doubt it. 

I won’t ignore that there are

barriers to having these

conversations; time pressures, bigger

quotas, and travel budget cuts are

real! But communicating solely

through emails, instant messaging,

texting (yes, it’s true!), and social

media outlets will only get you so far in

the sales process. 

It may even seem at first thought

like this new take on communication

what the busy and time-deprived

buyer needs: quick and dirty. Data and

details. 

This thinking is wrong.

Electronic communication

primarily focuses on pushing

information to and at the buyer. 

Many buyers are so inundated

with information that what they

really need is someone who guides

them in sorting through the details

and data and focus them on what’s

most important – a solution to their

problems, opportunities, wants,

and needs! 

Buyers need a seller – that’s you! -

to efficiently and effectively help them

make a decision, or guide them

through the process to do so. Skilled

and productive conversations

accomplish these objectives. 

Is it worth finding ways to work

through the barriers and challenges

to talk by telephone, Skype, or make

the desirable face-to-face visit from

time to time?  

Yes! 

Conversations provide the

opportunity to work with more than

printed words on paper or a screen,

which can be easily misunderstood.

Words alone cannot fully

communicate the emotions,

motivations, energy, and passion that

help us sell and serve more

completely!

Reliance on words alone recently

delayed a client getting their products

from us. This client NEVER talks on

the phone. He zips off emails, or

worse yet, has his administrative

person do so. I respond with a

telephone call. A day later he

responds with an email. 

This email correspondence

dragged out the timing for ordering

their training materials for 2 days –

just long enough that expedited

shipping was needed. 

Of course he isn’t happy about the

higher shipping costs…and I feel bad.

If we had a 3 minute

conversation—and I did try—it would

have saved him $200. Talk about

inefficiency and a waste of resources.

Conversations expedite decisions,

build long-term relationships, and

increase sales! A great sales

conversation allows you to: 

� ensure  that all data and details

are relevant to them

� hear the nuances that can help

you solve their problems, capture

opportunities, and address their

wants and needs 

� communicate more fully to

educate them on your product or

service 

� collaborate with them and work

through concerns more easily

� gain the commitment or decision

you need more easily

� build the relationship and

probability for more sales and loyalty

How then do you make sure the

efforts for conversations pay off? With

these 3 tips:

1. Make the conversation relevant.
There is no such thing as small talk.

Focus talking “with” and not “at”

buyers. Before every conversation

ask yourself: What’s in it for Them?

Target your greeting, investigation,

and solution to the buyer specifically. 

2. End the conversation with a
commitment. Clarify decisions or

commitments with next steps for

every conversation. Though every

conversation doesn’t end in a hard

sale, every conversation should end

with a commitment to act on

something. This is a great qualifier as

well. If the buyer has not committed to

anything, evaluate the viability of them

as a buyer. 

3. Prepare. Lack of preparation is a

sales killer. Use all your electronic

tools and technology to do your

research.  Know the probable

decision or action you want a

commitment to. Prepare an end goal

before your conversation and outline

the needs of the client first.

Preparation shortens the sales cycle

and assures the client gets exactly

what they need—your solution—as

quickly as possible.

Maybe the toughest part of having

real-time verbal conversations these

days is convincing yourself that it‘s

worth the time and energy needed to

have them in the first place. Despite

the barriers, if you believe conversing

with your buyers is important, you will

find the means to do so.

Use your technology and tools to

nurture buyers and secure

appointments. Though you can win

sales without conversations, you win

bigger and more complete sales and

loyal relationships with them.               �

3 Tips for Conversations
That Win Sales and Build Relationships

Are conversations with buyers necessary anymore? Are
conversations really necessary to win sales? After all,
with all the investment in technology and social media
strategy, buyers should be beating down our doors for
our products and services, right? 

Conversations provide
the opportunity to

work with more than
printed words on
paper or a screen,

which can be easily
misunderstood.

This article was written Nancy Bleeke

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.salesproinsider.com/
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signals: the prospect who objects is

displaying interest, which you can

deftly rebut to your advantage—a

selling-Ju-Jitsu move. He’s helping

you when he throws his objections at

you.

And this:

The key to objections is remaining

confident, poised, and calm; not

panicky, ready to cut your wrists

because, oh my, he challenged you.

The key to being confident, poised,

and calm is your ability to refute any

objection hurled at you, with a solid

commonsense rebuttal. You internally

jump for joy when you encounter a

familiar objection—and after a while

they’ll all be familiar.

I recently had a Q&A session with

a group of young salespeople who

sell products such as planners to

schools. The objection of price came

up; they wanted to know how I would

handle this objection. When I started

asking questions, one of them said he

encountered the price objection in

eight out of ten presentations. I

thought, You’re encountering the

same objection eight out of ten times

and you haven’t taken the necessary

action to devise a method to

neutralize it? Why, for God’s sake!?

The definition of insanity is doing the

same thing over and over again, but

expecting a different result.

I told him that if I encountered the

same objection eight out of ten times,

I’d devise a way to preempt the

objection, neutralize it, in my

presentation. Why wait for it to come

up in the form of an objection when

you know you’re going to hear it? I

then role-played with them, handling

the price objection. It wasn’t just the

words I gave them; I also let them

know how important a fearless

attitude and tone were in delivering

the words. I talked to them about the

opportunity the price objection

presented to enable the sale. I

challenged them as to who was

selling whom!

Later that day I got an email from

the sales manager, who let me know

how much the session had influenced

a sale made by one of the

participants:

Just got off the phone with [Name

of Salesperson]. His last appointment

of the day tried to sell HIM on why

they didn't have money for planners

(good thing he was amped up after

talking with Bob this morning!). Guess

what? [Name of Salesperson] got

upset.

[He] went right at that principal

and challenged her with these

statements and questions:

1. “I don't understand why when I

come in here to talk to you about

helping your kids and increasing

student performance and you want to

ONLY talk about money. Why aren't

you asking questions about how we

can get kids to plan more effectively

and be more organized?”

2. “Are you the business manager or

the principal? We should be talking

about how to help kids, not how to get

rid of a product that increases student

performance. I understand there are

budget issues, but we have got to talk

about more than that.”

3. “Think about this a second. A cup

of coffee that many kids in this high

school buy every day and drink in 15

minutes (and has zero benefit to the

kid) costs more than this planner that

lasts all year long and can help a kid

get more organized and get better

grades. What are we really talking

about here?”

He wasn't going to let that principal

sell him.

He walked away with a planner

order for the entire school (only 9th

grade got planners last year).

We have got to challenge these

people. We can't be SOLD any more

on why they can't buy or why they

don't have money. THEY HAVE

MONEY….They just don't spend it

with us. We have got to change that.

[Name of Salesperson] did. You can

too.

This salesperson turned an

obstacle into an opportunity. You can

do the same thing, if you’ll only start

“seeing” opportunities instead of

obstacles.                                              �

In other words, my friends, it is never

the event itself that matters; it is how

you interpret the event that matters,

how you view the event from your

own personal, filtered perspective.

For example, when you get an

objection from a prospect, is it an

obstacle or an opportunity? For too

many of you, it’s an overpowering

obstacle; for the fortunate among

you, it’s an opportunity to take the

prospect’s own energy and use it to

point out the folly of how he’s viewing

the situation. In Selling Fearlessly I

said:

My father loved to talk about the

subtleties of selling. As a child I

looked up to him as a selling god and

hungered to soak up his wisdom; I still

was listening attentively at 66 when

he died. It was like being Michael

Corleone with the Don as my

consigliore. He sold insurance,

sewing machines, garbage disposals,

cookware, wigs and other hair goods,

and advertising. He was a warhorse

and expert on the intricacies of

selling.

“The man who gives you

objections is not tough to sell,” my

father would say; “you can do a lot

with that guy. The one who doesn’t

object, who sits there silently like a

bump on a log, that’s the guy you’re

gonna have trouble with. And the guy

who tells you, ‘Hey, you’ve got the

greatest thing since sliced bread, I

love it, I’ve never seen anything so

terrific in my entire life...but I just don’t

want it,’ and won’t tell you why, that

guy you can forget about altogether,

because you’re completely dead in

the water with him.”

Indeed. Objections are buying

When I started asking
questions, one of

them said he
encountered the price
objection in eight out
of ten presentations. 

This article was written by Robert Terson

To find out more about Robert, visit:
www.sellingfearlessly.com

Is it an Obstacle or an
Opportunity?
Things happen in life; we call them events. You can line up ten different people and
ask for their take on a particular event, and you’re going to get ten different
reactions, which proves that Shakespeare was right when he said, “There is nothing
either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.” 
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Advertorial

In sales management, you have two choices. You can develop your leadership
skills to catapult your professional success and that of your teams or you can
continue to perform at status quo. Today, a company needs every possible
efficiency, effort and effectiveness from its sales management and salespeople to
get ahead and emerge at the forefront of industry. Those companies that
innovate are growing and this top-rated two day conference is jam packed with
sales management leadership training to help drive innovation by showing sales
leaders how to strategically grow sales.

Whether you have 3 salespeople or 3,000, an
underachieving team or a sales force that
performs well, the competencies necessary to
transform your sales force into a cohesive, over
achieving team are the same. On May 14th
through May 15th, we provide the tools,
strategies, tactics, mindset, knowledge and
practice that you'll need in order to transform
your sales force and grow revenue and profit.

TThhiiss  ppoowweerrffuull  eevveenntt  iiss  lliimmiitteedd
ttoo  tthhee  ffiirrsstt  5500  ppeeooppllee  tthhaatt rreeggiisstteerr..

There are two major categories of

sales people today:

1. Manic: “If I fling enough stuff,

something’s eventually going to stick.”

2. Disciplined: “If I work smart and get

to know what they need before they

need it, they will want to listen.”)

In today’s Internet world, knowledge is

king—and prospects have access to

research before they’re even a

glimmer in your pipeline’s eye. The

sheer wealth of free knowledge,

combined with the plethora of media

distractions online, is ruining sales

reps’ success as prospects are

inundated with competitive noise and

clutter in the marketplace. This

“forgetting curve” is plaguing these

manic salespeople.

The disciplined sales reps—the

ones embracing new technology to

capture attention and build

relationships—are winning the fight

against the forgetting curve.

Fighting the Forgetting
Curve

The new online consumer does 70%
of their research online before even

contacting you for more information.

By the time these prospects gets

down the decision funnel, they are

educated, know your competitors and

are armed with anti-pitch rebuttals. If

you try to engage these highly-

educated, hyper-aware prospects with

a phone call, you will be left firmly at

the bottom of the forgetting curve.

PowerPoint doesn’t win
deals. Relationships do

In the Aberdeen Group study, Video
and Collaboration in the Sales
Cycle: Fighting the Forgetting
Curve, smart sales organizations are

using new technology to “harness the

creative power of video to be

remarkable and unforgettable.”

93% of people’s judgments—the

foundations of relationships—are

based on non-verbal cues, such as
tone of voice, facial expressions
and body language. With only one

dimensional products like email or old-

school web meetings, sales reps are

missing vital opportunities to make

meaningful and lasting impressions. 

By performing prospect profiling

and research, understanding pain

points and adding rich media

components—such as on-demand

video messages or next-generation

virtual meetings technology—smart

sales reps convey 100% of the cues

needed to leave a lasting first

impression:

� Personality

� Credibility

� Trustworthiness

� Forward-thinking

� Likeability

Being unique is the most powerful tool

sales professionals can use to stand

out in a hyper-connected digital world.

By using smart tactics and the right

technologies, you broadcast life and

personality into an arena full of noise

and clutter. And that unique, personal

and likeable first impression helps

capture the attention that builds the

relationships that closes the deal.      �

Here’s What Sales Reps Need to Know
about Fighting the Forgetting Curve

To learn more about how Video and Collaboration in the Sales

Cycle, click here for the Aberdeen Group Study.
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Wendy Weiss, one of the leading

authorities on lead generation,

has announced the release of her new

e-book, A Practical Guide to Getting

Sales Teams to Prospect. The 45-

page e-book shows sales managers,

business owners and entrepreneurs

how to get their sales teams setting

appointments and filling their sales

pipeline with prospects.

Weiss wrote the e-book for

managers struggling to get new hires

up to speed. “Staffing of sales teams

has become a vicious cycle,” said

Weiss. “Too often, managers hire, not

because business is booming, but

because they’re losing people as fast

as they can bring them on board—

usually within the first year, and

always after investing in recruiting and

training.”

“Reps leave in that first year

because they can’t generate enough

leads to build their pipeline quickly,”

said Weiss. “Without an adequate

pipeline, reps will never generate

Focus On

Wendy Weiss
Lead generation specialist Wendy Weiss releases new e-book for sales
managers, business owners, and entrepreneurs with advice to get their
sales teams prospecting.

Generate a Steady
Stream of Referrals –
Very Special Offer ….

I would like to introduce you to a tool that will help you generate a steady-
stream of referrals for your practice, it’s called 22 Touch. This outstanding
tool incorporates powerful time-honored sales principles into an easy-to-use
online software solution. It works like a charm and I have arranged for you
to receive a 30-day Free Trial with NO credit card required.

In a nutshell, 22 Touch:

Produces a steady-stream of referral business for you, 

Minimizes painful marketing and sales tactics, and 

Takes less than 15 minutes a day to use.

enough sales to meet or exceed their

quota. They will leave--or be let go--

because they cannot make this simple

equation work.”

In A Practical Guide to Getting

Sales Teams to Prospect, Weiss

shares her insights into what factors

stop sales professionals from

prospecting, including the Ten Forms

of Twisted Thinking that can sabotage

their success. Managers and

business owners will learn how to

motivate their team to use the most

efficient and economical prospecting

method available in today’s economy. 

The e-book contains 14 exercises

that managers can use with their team

in sales meetings or individually with

new hires or struggling team

members. Subjects covered include

the ideal customer profile, crafting

value propositions and benefit

statements, telephone theater,

gatekeepers, and handling objections.

A Practical Guide to Getting Sales

Teams to Prospect is available in pdf

form at no charge at:

http://coldcalling911.com/Managers/
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